LEE SUMMER RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH CENTER FOR ALPD & CIRRHOSIS

$800* available for summer research project
(*amount will depend on the number of projects selected)

Submission Deadline: May 29, 2015 (will be notified by June 5th)

ELIGIBILITY
Candidate must be a current undergraduate, Master’s or medical student or lab volunteer while in transition to a graduate or medical school.

Candidate must be available to work full-time for 8 to 10 weeks (no exceptions) during the summer under the supervision of a Center member.

Candidate must present work accomplished at Progress Report meeting in August 14, 2015.

Earliest Start Date: June 8th, 2015

APPLICATION
Please e-mail the following items to:
Jennifer Griffith | griffitj@usc.edu
- Curriculum vitae
- Title & summary of project
- Proposed project start and end dates
- Mentor’s contact information and mentorship confirmation

Project must be related to the pathogenesis of alcoholic liver or pancreatic diseases, cirrhosis, or related biology.

**Apply early as funds are limited**

For more information, please visit our website at http://www.usc.edu/alpd

Southern California Research Center for ALPD and Cirrhosis,
Keck School of Medicine of USC, 1333 San Pablo Street, MMR 4th floor
Los Angeles, CA 90089-9141

Tel: 323-442-3109 | Fax: 323-442-3126